MANIFESTO

I, Amal Thomas (200100020) contesting for the post of Web and LAN Secretary of Hostel 9 if selected, will perform my duties to the best of my abilities and propose to do the following:

Key Initiatives and Follow Ups

- Create web pages for Tech Room Equipments and Library and update them regularly on the basis of availability of equipments, books respectively.
- Update the mess timetable regularly, and implement a simple UI to quickly obtain information about the next meal.
- As a follow up, I will continue revamping the older pages of the website.

General Duties

- Will ensure that the biometrics of all the hostel inmates are registered and will implement a system to collect the biometrics of the hostel residents in an efficient manner
- Contribute to make the Hostel 9 website a one stop destination for all Announcements, Complaints forms(Mess, LAN, Maintenance) etc
- Will assist the LAN vendor and will make sure that all the LAN issues of the hostel inmates are addressed and resolved
- Will ensure the proper management of the study room and make sure to minimize the electricity waste when the study room is vacant
- Will help SYSAD and other Web and LAN secretaries to fulfil their initiatives

Duties as a Council Member

- Will actively take part in council meetings and help other council members in their work
- Will participate actively in GCs and similar events to represent hostel 9
- Will contribute to the management of hostel events

Credentials

- Coordinator at TechFest
- Programming Languages: Python, C++
- Done a course with project in Python by WnCC and currently doing a course with project in Data Science by Analytics Club